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THE CONFIGURATION of the Boeing 2707-300 is the result of 
a re-evaluation of the SST programme objectives that 
was conducted during 1968. The 2707-300. it is claimed, 

provides the most balanced combination of performance, flying 
qualities and operational characteristics of all configurations 
considered during the re-evaluation. It represents a departure 
from previous SST designs because of the incorporation of a 
high-lift delta wing of moderate span in contrast to either 
a variable-sweep or a tailless-delta design of previous proposals. 
The use of a horizontal tail for longitudinal trim and control 
permits the use of high-lift devices and of increased span to 
assist in meeting the take-off and landing-performance objec
tives. The structure is primarily of titanium alloy to permit 
cruising flight at Mach 2.7 at altitudes of 60,000ft to 70,000ft. 
Power is by four General Elecrtic GE4/J5P afterburning 
turbojets. each delivering 63,0001b thrust at take-off. 

The 2707-300 design is the result of an integrated effort 
to provide a balanced combination of high- and low-speed 
performance, flying characteristics, passenger safety and com
fort, and adaptability to expected airline and airport opera
tional requirements. 

The passenger cabin is 176ft long of constant width for 
five-abreast over most of its length, permitting an a!l-tourist 

seating arrangement for 234 passengers and accommodating 
the installation of five lavatory and five galley compartments. 
A lower forward containerised cargo compartment provides 
1.053 cu ft of volume and an aft lower compartment provides 
an additional 300 cu ft of bulk cargo capacity. 

A conventional flight deck is arranged for operation by 
two pilots and a flight engineer, with seating provided behind 
the captain for two observers. A pivoting forebody with 
sliding visor is installed to meet requirements for forward 
vision at low speeds. Advanced instrumentation for all-weather 
landing is included. 

The engines are installed in separate pods incorporating 
associated inlet and nozzle components. The inlet is of the 
axisymmetric translating-spike type. An ADS (accessory drive 
system) consisting of a gearbox, shaft-powered from the 
engine power take-off, mounted in the wing trailing-edge 
adjacent to each engine. Each ADS serves two hydraulic 
pumps and an electrical generator. The engine starter and a 
boost compressor for the environmental control system are 
separately mounted directly to an engine-driven gearbox 
within each nacelle. The fuel system consists of integral 
tanks within the wing and tailcone. 

The aircraft will be trimmed during transonic flight by a 
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The general arrangement of the Boeing 2707-300 supersonic transport 
is shown in the manufacturer's drawings reproduced on this page. 
Noticeable are the "broken back" appearance of the fuselage inside 
elevation and the gull-wing curves of the wing in the front elevation, 
both dictated by the aircraft's advanced aerodynamics. Basically of 
double delta planform, the new 2707 also has a horizontal stabiliser 
which makes it characteristically different in layout to the Concorde 
and Tu-144 
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Dimensioned sections through 
the fuselage of the 2707-300 
show the five-abreast seating 
possible in the American SST at 
widest and narrowest stations. 
The (8in-wide a/sie towards the 
rear of the cabin seems (ikeiy 
to be a little cramped 
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Shaded sections of the Boeing 2707-300 airframe are those which the 
prime contractor expects to sub-contract. The likely team of major 
manufacturers is specified. The numbers on this manufacturer's 
drawing refer to a production coding system 

BOEING'S LATEST SST PROPOSAL 

combination of fuel management and transfer techniques. A 
water ballast tank is provided in the lower forward section 
of the fuselage, to be filled when only small payloads are 
being carried. The ECS (environmental control system) con
tains four independent sub-systems using engine bleed air. 
conditioned by air cycle machines. Dispatch capability is 
maintained with one pack inoperative. Passenger comfort and 
safety level, says Boeing, will be comparable to that of 
contemporary subsonic aircraft. Initial cooling of engine bleed 
air is accomplished within the nacelle to reduce the air 
temperatures in duct runs through the airframe structure. 

Flight control is provided by conventional aerodynamic 
surfaces powered by multiple actuators driven by independent 
sources of hydraulic power and controlled by both mechanical 
and electric commands from the pilots or from the automatic 
flight control system. Multiple stability augmentation systems 
are employed to improve handling qualities, ride comfort and 
safety characteristics. A high-lift system of leading- and 
traiiing-edge flaps is used for take-off and landing. 

Electrical power is provided by four variable-speed constant-
frequency generating systems of 75KVa each driven by their 
respective ADS gearboxes. Dispatch with one system inopera
tive is possible. 

Hydraulic power is derived from eight ADS-driven pumps 
rated at 80 gal/min at 4,0001b/sq in. An auxiliary electrically 

driven pump which provides power for emergency landing gear 
release and brake operation during towing is also installed. 
An advanced concept of integrated communication and navi
gation equipment is installed, employing a central computer 
to process sensor inputs for conditioned outputs to the 
various instrumentation and control consoles. In addition to 
inertial navigation and conventional communication require
ments, space and circuit provisions are being made so that 
this system may include air turbulence detection, collision 
avoidance, and independent landing monitors when such 
equipment becomes available. An AIDS (airborne integrated 
data system) with 500 test points is installed. 

Structure The basic structural arrangement of the wing 
is a multi-spar sandwich panel using titanium 6A1-4V as the 
primary material. This is considered to be structurally more 
efficient for the relatively low end-load index of the fixed-
wing design. Panel stability for flutter and compression 
necessitated some form of sheet stabilisation so that this 
material could be used. Aeroelastic requirements for maximum 
stiffness in torsion at minimum weight require that a propor
tionately greater percentage of the cover material be retained 
in the skins than is possible with a conventional stiff-stiffener 
rib construction. 

Panel thickness and gauge combination were optimised 
to satisfy all the structural requirements while providing the 
proper resistance to heat conduction and lightning strike with
out the addition of single-function material such as insulation. 
The basic panel covers in the high end-loaded structure uses 
titanium 6A1-4V truss-core sandwich made by a combination 
of resistance seam welding, fusion welding, diffusion bonding 
and mechanical fastening. The panels in the lower end load 
regions outboard of the outboard engine and forward of the 
wheel well use titanium 6AI-4V titanium stressed-skin panels. 

Panel widths were selected to satisfy fail-safe requirements, 
and the individual panels are mechanically attached to the 
in-spar structure. The front and rear spars are of conventional 
stiffened-sheet construction to provide easy attachment of 
leading- and trail ing-edge structures, surface actuators and 
systems while all the in-spars will use a welded titanium 
6AI-4V sine-wave construction. 

For the fixed leading- and trail ing-edge structure and con
trol surface structures use is made of a combination of 
titanium 6A1-4V stressed-skin panels, truss ribs and wedges 
fabricated from Stresskin or adhesively bonded titanium 
honeycomb. Brazed steel heat-resistant panels are used in the 
trailing-edge areas over the engines. 

The basic structural shell of the fuselage is a semi-
monocoque design using frame stabilised skin-stiffener con
struction augmented with integrally stiffened skins in the high 
compression and shear areas. The basic structure material is 
titanium 6A1-4V continuous rolled sheet. The relatively high 
end-loads caused by the bending characteristics of the fuselage 
shell structure, combined with hoop tension pressure loading 
and insulation requirements, showed this type of construction 
to be competitive with a sandwich-type shell in structural 
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efficiency; but, says Boeing, considerations of construction, 
bi-axial crack containment and the minimising of the technical 
risk dictated the selection of the more conventional structural 
concept. 

The forebody skin and stiffeners are annealed titanium 
6A1-4V. The aft upper crown structure makes use of annealed 
skins and heat-treated stiffeners to provide the optimum 
strength design compatible with the fail-safe requirements. 
The side shear panels over the wing and the lower panels of 
body fore and aft of the wing and through the wing centre 
section use titanium 6A1-4V integrally stiffened skins to 
optimise the compression and shear design allowables. 

Basic arrangement of the fin and tailplane primary structure 
is of a multi-spar sandwich form. The basic material is 
titanium 6A1-4V. The internal spar is of welded sine wave 
construction. The cover panels are titanium 6A1-4V stressed 
skin, and their widths were selected to satisfy fail-safe require
ments; they are mechanically attached as individual panels 
to the in-spar structure. 

Leading-edge wedges and trailing-edge control surfaces 
are of titanium stressed-skin panels, truss ribs and titanium 
•sfressed-skin or brazed steel wedges. The aft body structure 
is a frame stabilised sandwich shell using titanium 6A1-4V 
stressed-skin panels in the primary load-carrying structure. 
The aft body fairing is a frame stabilised titanium honeycomb 
shell made by adhesive bonding using polyimide adhesive. 

The main undercarriage is a conventional two-leg arrange
ment with each leg carrying a 12-wheel bogie sized to provide 
the equivalent flotation of the DC-8-63. Each leg is attached 
to the wing structure and retracts forward into a cavity in 
the wing. During retraction the bogie stays in a horizontal 

position to minimise the frontal area (even so, there is a 
blister fairing on the top surface). The basic structural 
material of the gear is 4340 modified steel heat-treated to 
270,0OOlb/sq in-300,0001b/sq in—a material currently used on 
subsonic jets. Components such as the torque links, side 
struts and drag struts will use titanium 6A1-4V or titanium 
6A1-6V-2SN. 

Propulsion System The propulsion pod consists of an inlet, 
the engine, nozzle and thrust reverser. The inlet is axisym-
metric and has a translating centrebody, movable cowl throat 
doors, and cowl by-pass doors. The thrust reverser is part of 
the ejector nozzle assembly. 

The axisymmetric translating centrebody inlet comprises a 
movable centrebody, cowl throat doors and by-pass doors to 
obtain proper inlet/engine airflow matching during all flight 
conditions. A boundary-layer bleed system is installed in the 
inlet to provide shock/boundary layer interaction control and to 
improve the overall diffusio'n efficiency. Shock stabilisation 
devices (vortex valves) are installed in the inlet throat to 
provide inlet stability to downstream disturbances. The 
boundary layer bleed scoops on the forebody provide 
boundary layer control and increased buzz suppression 
capability. 

Basic operational modes of the translating centrebody inlet 
are shown in Fig 1. During take-off the centrebody is fully 
extended, the throat doors are closed and the take-off doors 
are open to reduce the cowl lip suction and to provide 
cooling air for the secondary air system. In the external 
compression mode of operation up to Mach 1.75, the centre-
body is fully extended and the throat doors are open to 

CENTERBOOY BLEED EXIT TYR 

Fig I (below) Basic operational modes of the translating centrebody 
inlet. Reading downwards: Take-off, external compression (Mach US), 
internal compression (Mach 1.75), windmill brake 

Fig 2 (right) Centrebody inlet: bleed system 

Fig 3 (below, right) Design total pressure recovery of the centrebody 
inlet during climb arid acceleration" 
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The complete installation of one of the 63,QQ0lb~thrust 
CE4/JSP afterburning turbojets, right, showing the 
arrangement of the axisymmetric translating spike 
intake and exhaust nozzie/thrust reverser assembly 

Fig 4 (below) Nozzle installation in the subsonic 
cruise (upper) and reverse-thrust modes 
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provide increased throat flow area to satisfy the engine 
demand. Above Mach 1.75 the inlet is in the started or internal 
compression mode. The throat doors are closed and the centre-
body and by-pass doors are positioned to maintain a constant 
throat Mach number. If the windmill brake is applied to an 
engine at cruise, the throat doors and the by-pass doors are 
opened and the centrebody extended to maintain a started 
inlet and to satisfy the engine demand. 

The bleed system for the translating centrebody inlet 
(Fig 2) consists of bleed scoops located on the centrebody 
and perforated hole bleeds located on the cowl and centre-
body. The bleed system provides boundary-layer control. 
shock stability, and improved diffusion efficiency. The cowl 
bleed is discharged directly overboard, while the centrebody 
bleed is Touted through the support struts and discharged 
overboard through openings in the cowl. 

Design total pressure recovery of the translating centrebody 

inlet during climb and acceleration is shown in Fig 3, together 
with some of the data obtained from model testing. The test 
data is stated to agree well with the theoretical design recovery 
at all Mach numbers. The sharp rise in the curve at Mach 
1.75 is due to the transition of the inlet from the external 
compression mode to the internal compression mode. 

Performance characteristics are shown below. The GE4 
engine is a high-performance medium-pressure-ratio turbojet 
designed for continuous cruise at Mach 2.7. It has a nine-
stage compressor with variable stators and inlet guide vanes, 
an annular combustor, a two-stage turbine, and a modulating 
afterburner. 

GE4 Engine Characteristics 
Maximum augmented take-off thrust . . 6331b/sec 
Sea level static airflow 11,3001b 
Engine weight 67.0001b 
Maximum non-augmented take-off thrust 50,5001b 
Number of compressor stages . . . . 9 
Number of turbine stages 2 
Type of nozzle . . Ejector with 

thrust reverser 
The nozzle installation is shown (Fig 4) in the subsonic 

cruise mode and reverse thrust mode. In the present design the 
engine and nozzle can be separated and development of each 
can proceed independently. The primary nozzle is translated 
aft to block the exhaust flow for thrust reversing. The reversed 
gas is discharged forward through selectively opened tertiary 
doors. 

A 1/50-scale model of the complete aircraft incorporating 
kerosene/oxygen turbojet simulators installed is shown (here) 
mounted in the Boeing supersonic 4ft X 4ft wind tunnel. The 
cluster of probes installed on the sting behind the model 
is for measuring the jet exhaust temperature profiles during 
various manoeuvres at supersonic speeds. These tests, it is 
stated, proved that the jet exhaust did not create temperature 
problems on the aft body or horizontal tail surfaces. 
(To be continued, with details of the flying controls, flight 
systems, and performance and operational characteristics) 

One-fiftieth-scale wind-
tunnel model with kerosene/ 
oxygen simulated turbojets 
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Artist's impression of the Boeing 2707-300 Mach 2.7 supersonic transport in flight 

Boeing's latest SST proposal 
PART TWO* 

THE GENERAL ARRANQEMENT of the Boeing 2707-300's flight 
deck is similar to that of current commercial jets. It 
provides stations for a crew of three—captain, first officer 

and flight engineer-^-plus two observers' stations,. Visibility is 
designed to be adequate, with aircraft attitudes of about 4° 
during the cruise and 9° on the approach. 

Electronic attitude director indicators (EADI), with a tele
vision picture of the real world superimposed on, and indexed 
to, the attitude and flight-path symfoology, are installed on the 
captain's and first officer's main panels in place of conven
tional electro-mechanical ADIs. Electro-mechanical HSIs 
(horizontal situation indicators) are located below the EADI's. 
There is space provision for the eventual replacement of the 
HSIs by large pictorial-navigation control and display units. 
Collision-avoidance and clear-air-turbulence detection and 
display systems are being studied for possible future incor
poration, and space is reserved accordingly. 

The pilot's subsonic windshield vision is 22° below and 16° 
above the body attitude reference plane through the pilots' 
eyes. This is claimed to represent the best compromise between 
instrument panel layout, forebody shape and visibility. The 
pilots are provided with a view in the direction of the flight 
path during supersonic cruise. 

Flying Controls A three-piece rudder provides directional 
control; a slab tail with geared powered elevators provides 
longitudinal control; spoilers and inboard and outboard 
flaperons provide lateral control. Strake flaps, leading-edge 
flaps and trailing-edge flaps provide high lift for low-speed 
flight. The outboard flaperons, and the upper rudder are used 
for low-speed control only and are locked-out at high speed. 

•Part one of this article appeared last week, January 16 

Travel of the mid and lower rudder sections is reduced at 
high speed. Elevator actuator control inputs are geared to slab-
tail movements to increase the camber of the tailplane at low 
speed, but are otherwise nulled such that the elevators remain 
faired with the slab tail. Spoilers contribute roll control at all 
speeds, but lag the flaperons to minimise drag. The spoilers 
also operate as speed brakes in flight and as lift dumpers on 
the ground. Flaperons are drooped with the flaps for high 
lift, and continue to operate as lateral control surfaces about 
the drooped position. 

Separate mechanical and electrical control paths are pro
vided between the pilot and control surface actuators. Both 
control paths normally operate full-time and are series-
summed. However, either control path may be used to provide 
control. The artificial feel is applied to the electrical control 
path together with stability augmentation and automatic flight 
control inputs. All-weather landing capability is provided by 
the three-channel fail-operational autopilot included in the 
automatic flight control system. All four hydraulic systems are 
used to power the flying control systems. 

Continued overleaf 

-

Slab tail 
Upper rudder 
Middle rudder 
Lower rudder 
Spoiler 
Outb'rd flaperon 
Inboard flaperon 
T railing-edge flaps 
Leading-edge flaps 
Strake flaps 

Control 

Pitch 

X 

Roll 

X 
X 
X 

Yaw 

X 
X 
X 

T r i m 

Pitch 

X 

Roll 

X 
X 

Yaw 

X 
X 
X 

High-
lift 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

SAS 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

pilot 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Flying control surface functions are largely conventional 
and the axis inertias are more nearly balanced than is the 
case with tailless slender-delta shapes. The flight control 
surface functions are denoted in the table above 

c 



Payload-range with FAR 121.648 reserve fuel allowances and in still air, 
showing the effect on speed and range of reduced cruising speed from 
higher ambient temperatures. VMO climb and a take-off gross weight 
of 750,0001b are assumed 

(Below, left) Take-off performance summary showing, for variation in 
take-off weight and flap setting, the FAR field length, the lift-off speed, 
and the community noise level at power for 0.6 climb gradient at 3.5 n.m. 
from brakes-aff and with 6° flap 

(Below, right) Landing performance summary showing, for variations 
in landing weight and flap setting, the FAR landing distance, the 
approach speed, and the approach noise I n.m. from the threshold 

134 H.IGHT International. 23 January 1969 

BOEING'S L A T E S T S S T P R O P O S A L . . . 

Longitudinal Control System Pilot commands are transmitted 
from the control column by mechanical linkage and cables to 
the master servo. The master servo is connected mechanically 
to the control valves on the four slab tail actuators. Artificial 
feel force is introduced near the control columns. Control 
column signals are also transmitted electrically :through a four-
channel ECSS {electric command and stability system), which 
determines aircraft handling qualities. 

Autopilot inputs are introduced through the ECSS. In the 
event of a mechanical cable system failure, the spring centres 
the master servo, and the pilot commands are transmitted by 
the electrical path. Trim is introduced downstream of the 
centring spring and is not dependent upon mechanical cable 
system continuity. Dual mechanical paths are provided from 
the control columns through the feel system and from the 
master servo to the actuation of the four slaib tail surfaces. 
Four electrical control paths are used from the pilot controls 
to the electric command servos. 

The elevators are each powered by three actuators controlled 
by a linkage which senses slab tail movement. When this 
mechanism ds_ unlocked, the elevator control inputs are geared 
to slab tail movement to increase the catnlber of the horizontal 
tailplane. At high speed this control mechanism is locked and 
the elevators remain faired with the slab tail. 

Four hydraulic systems are utilised to power the four slab 
tail actuators; three systems power the.six elevator actuators; 
three systems power the master servo. Each electric command 
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servo is powered by a separate hydraulic system. Safe pitch 
control can foe maintained following failure of two hydraulic 
systems, or the mechanical control path from the pilot to the 
master servo. 
Lateral Control System Pilot commands are transmitted (from 
the control wheel by mechanical linkage and cables to the 
master servo. The master servo is connected mechanically to 
the control valves of the surface actuators. Feel force, centring 
and trim are introduced between' the control wheel and the 
master servo. Control wheel signals are also transmitted elec
trically through a four-channel ECSS which determines 
aircraft handling qualities. The single selected outputs are 
introduced through the ECSS. Rotation of the flap drive torque 
tube, to lower the flaps, transmits a signal .through a mixer, to 
droop the flaperons from their neutral position. Lateral control 
commands will move the flaperons about this drooped position. 
A dwell mechanism between the electric command servos and 
the spoilers prevents spoiler response to small commands, to 
minimise drag. Electrical commands from: the pilot's speed 
brake lever operate a speed brake actuator in each wing. 
These actuators produce mechanical signals which are mixed 
with lateral control signals going to the spoiler actuators. 
Mechanical paths are duplicated between the control wheels 
and the master servo. Dual mechanical load paths are 
employed from the electric command servos to the surface 
actuators. Redundant electrical paths are used between the 
pilot's controls and the electric command servos. 

Hydraulic system The hydraulically powered functions are 
supplied by four independent utility systems and one auxiliary 
system. The pumps operate at 250°F inlet temperature and 

2707-300 PERFORMANCE S U M M A R Y 
GE4/J5P-633 (Inherent suppression) 

Weights 
Max design taxi weight (lb) 
OEW (inc. approx 2,6001b airline options) (lb) 
Max landing weight (lb) . ., 
Payload (lb) ... 
Passengers, all tourist 

Payload-range 
Standard day, cruise Mach 1.1: 

Range (n.m.) 
Reserves (lb) 
Block fuel (lb) 

Standard + B"C (c/imb/cruise), cruise Mach 2.62: 
Range (n.m.) ... 

Take-off at max design weight 
(15° flap setting), max augmented thrust; 

Std + I5°C: 
FARFL( f t ) 
Lift-off speed (kt) 
Second-segment climb gradient 

Std + I0°C: 
Community noise, 3.5 n.m. 
6 per cent climb gradient, with flap retraction (PNdb) 
500ft/min climb (PNdb) 
Community altitude (ft) ... 

Landing at m a x landing w e i g h t 
(20° flap setting): 

Std day: 
FAR FL (ft) 
Approach speed (kt) .. 
Approach altitude (3° glide-slope) (deg) ... :.. 

Std + I0°C: 
Approach noise, I n.m. (PNdb) 

750,000 
296,005 
430,000 

48,906 
234 

3,610 
70,420 

336,469 

3,335 

10,800 
197 

0.061 

117 
109 

1,500 

7,800 
147 
10.1 

111 

Variation in the maximum intensity o f sonic boom pressure (Ibjsq ft) 
differential along the flight path (shown in elevation) for various gross 
weights. The peaks at transonic acceleration and on the descent are 
considerably higher than has been deemed likely to be acceptable over 
densely inhabited areas. The general level of pressure differential is 
nearly twice that estimated for Concorde 

Flight trajectory following a O.Sg pushover for Usee, showing height 
loss and Mach increase for recovery with various pull-out factors 

The total range potential of the 2707-300 is reduced slightly if it is 
necessary to fly subsonically to avoid boom disturbance on the ground 
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Basic mission profile of the 2707-300, showing 
the FAR 121.648 reserves procedure 

Landing pitch control characteristics of the 2707-300 in comparison 
with those of other Boeing airliners and with the North American 6-70 
canard tailplaned delta 

are rated at 80gal/min at 4,0001b/sq in and out out at 
4,2001b/sq in maximum. These pumps are installed on four 
engine-driven accessory drive systems mounted in the wing— 
two pumps per ADS. The pump case drain and pressure filters 
are installed adjacent to the ADS in a readily accessible com
partment. The four bellows-type reservoirs of 20 gallon fluid 
capacity each are installed in the body forward of the tail cone 
fuel tank. The return filters and control valving for the power 
system are located in am equipment bay in the body out of the 
plane of the engine turbines. 

The auxiliary system, whose function is to supply power to 
the brakes during towing and is a third power source for 
landing gear extension, is located in the right hand main gear 
well. This system consists of a 4igal/min electric motor driven 
pump, bootstraps reservoir filled by D system and pressure and 
return filters installed downstream of the isolation valve. 

Air Conditioning and Pressurisation The ECS (environmental 
control system) consists of four identical subsystems which 
condition engine bleed air by using fuel, cabin exhaust air and 
engine by-pass ram air as heat sinks. Heat transport loops are 
utilised where required to reject subsystem heat loads into the 
proper heat sinks. Conventional bootstrap air cycle cooling 
packs are located in the lower mid body from which cool air 
is temperature regulated and distributed to four temperature 
controlled zones in the pressurised cabin. 

Operational Characteristics The range objective of the Boeing 
2707-300 is to carry a full payload from Paris-New York on a 
hot day and this, Boeing claims, is exceeded with full FAR 
reserves. The standard-day range with full payload is said to 
be 3,610 n.m. 

FAR take-off field length, lift-off velocity, and community 
noise after cutback to 6 per cent climb gradient are shown 
(in the curves on page 134) as a function of taxi -weight. The 
prototype will take off in less .than 8,000ft and the field length 
on a hot day for the projected production version is expected 
to be less than 10,000ft. It is hoped that community noise 
level for the production aircraft will be less than 117 PNdb 

with a 6 per cent climb gradient—or only 109 P'Ndb with a 
500ft/min rate of climb. 

The cruise altitude of 60,000ft is attained in 320 n.m. and 
24min after take-off. The sonic boom in the climb is about 
3.51b/sq ft and will average 2.11b/sq ft in the cruise. 

The control system has been designed to be able to 
manoeuvre the aircraft to a minimum of 2.0g anywhere within 
the normal envelope and to 1.5g minimum at the dive 
boundary even with failed hydraulic systems. 

The dive placard and the manoeuvre requirements were 
established Iby flight simulator tests. The FAA's tentative air
worthiness standard (TAS) calls for a ig pushover to be held 
for 15sec after recovery is initiated. These trajectories show the 
Mach number gain and altitude loss using pull-out (manoeuvre) 
load factors of 2.5, 2.0, and 1.5. Inasmuch as 2.0 provides 
excellent safety margins that value was selected for design. 

Supersonic inlet unstart ("shock popping") and engine failure 
have been of major concern since the inception of the SST 
programme. The gull wing and spoiler-slot deflector control 
are said to allow this remote combination to be handled by 
the pilot with wheel control only. 

The large span and moderate sweep were chosen to produce 
a good high subsonic Mach number cruise. A subsonic cruise 
of 400 miles to avoid sonic booms overland would reduce the 
total range on the mission shown by less than 100 miles. 

Landing field length, approach speed, and approach noise 
are shown as a function of landing weight. Field lengths are 
less than 8,000ft and approach speeds at normal weight are 
comparable to current intercontinental jets. Approach noise of 
less than 109 PNdb is considerably quieter than current aircraft. 
Landing pitch control is of primary concern to the airline pilot. 
The long aft tail arm, large span flaps and moderate sweep 
combined with engines located near the e.g., provide pitch 
control as responsive as the current family of Boeing subsonic 
jets. The mission profile shows the technical detail of the 
mission, including the calculation procedure for the FAR 
reserves. 

D I A R Y 

Jan 25 Manchester Aviation Society; Lecture by General Adolf Galland on his 
flying career; College of A r t and Design. Manchester, 7.30 p.m. (tickets 
required). 

Jan 28 RAeS Main Society Lecture at Christchurch: "Jumbo Jet—Its Impact and 
Implications," by K. Waiter and G. Champniss; East Cliff Court Hotel, 
Bournemouth, 8 p.m. 

Jan 29 RAeS Brough Branch: "Modern Manufacturing Developments," by 
A. H. Meleka; Royal Station Hotel, Hul l , 7.30 p.m. 

Jan 30 RAeS Bristol Branch: "Harrier V/STOL Fighter," by A , W . Bedford; 
Main Engineering Lecture Theatre, Bristol University, 7 p.m. (public 
lecture). 

Jan 30 RAeS Cambridge Branch: "Red Arrows," by Sqn Ldr Hanna; Lecture 
Theatre O, Cambridge University, 8.15 p.m. 

Jan 30 RAeS Preston Branch: Annual dinner and dance, Dalemy Hotel, St Annes-
on-Sea. 

Paris Show; May 29-June 8. 


